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Bitcoin had reached a market capitalisation of about $779 billion on January 8 and from there it plunged to a market cap of 

$583 billion on January 11. Some of the main reasons that may have caused this fall could be profit booking by the miners, 

who sold their inventory. Even institutional investors who may have entered crypto markets from a short-term perspective 

and had purchased at lower levels could have been tempted to book profits after the sharp rally of the past few days.

As the price turned down, these leveraged positions could have generated margin calls, resulting in liquidation by the brokers 

at the market price. This further intensified selling and drove the buyers away who avoided buying until the selling exhausted. 

Vertical rallies are followed by sharp falls but the strong rebound suggests accumulation at lower levels. However, after 

large volatile moves, the crypto markets may enter a lull period as both bulls and the bears try to establish their supremacy.

OUR BLOG ARTICLES FOR THIS SPECIAL ISSUE ARE

THE FUTURE GROWING TRENDS OF CRYPTO EXCHANGES IN 2021

TOP CRYPTOCURRENCIES WHICH WILL EXPLODE IN 2021

&

HOW THE BLOCKCHAIN REVOLUTION CAN WORK FOR YOU – THE QUIVERX 

APPLICATION

Bitcoin has been in a strong uptrend that pushed the RSI deep into overbought territory. This suggests that traders are buy-

ing at every higher level due to FOMO.

We had projected a target objective of £31,399 in our previous analysis and Bitcoin rose to an intraday high at £30,936 on 

January 8. We had also mentioned that the RSI is in overbought levels and such markets can turn around quickly. We saw 

an example of that on January 11 when the BTC/USD pair plummeted below the 20-day EMA and fell to an intraday low at 

£21,000. The bulls aggressively purchased the lows, which is a positive sign as it shows strong demand at lower levels.

If the bulls can build upon yesterday’s recovery, the pair may again gradually attempt to move up to £30,000. However, 

the possibility of the uptrend resuming is low. The higher levels are likely to attract selling by traders as many may want to 

book profits. If the pair fails to break out to new highs, the selling is likely to intensify and that could again pull the price back 

towards £20,000. The pair could remain range-bound for a few days before starting 

the next trending move. We do not find any reliable setups that offer an attractive

trading opportunity.

Enjoy the issue!

Editor’s Letter

Karnav Shah
Chief Editor

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kaz-platinum-financial-media-services-b7493718a/
https://www.facebook.com/karnav.shah
https://twitter.com/PlatinumCrypto
https://www.instagram.com/cryptonaireweekly/
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Featuring in this weeks Edition: 

-Bityard

-SpottR

-QuiverX

-Atrom

-Wisetoken

Also Get,

- Markets Analysis

- Market News Update

- Read Our Latest Blog:

THE FUTURE GROWING TRENDS OF CRYPTO 
EXCHANGES IN 2021

TOP CRYPTOCURRENCIES WHICH WILL 
EXPLODE IN 2021

HOW THE BLOCKCHAIN REVOLUTION CAN 
WORK FOR YOU – THE QUIVERX APPLICATION

SUBSCRIBE NOW

CRYPTONAIRE WEEKLY
After mentoring thousands of crypto traders around the 

globe, we have culminated all of the consistent and ongo-

ing requirements of crypto-traders into one place.

Our Cryptonaire Weekly magazine includes expert techni-

cal analysis, providing trading opportunities to our sub-

scribers as well as fundamental analysis so our readers 

can keep up to speed with the current developments in 

the crypto markets.

Not only do we provide the information necessary to trade 

active cryptocurrencies on the exchanges, but we also 

take a look at ICOs to help you find those golden projects 

with real value!

No longer will you have to rely on multiple sources to keep 

on top of the markets, we deliver everything directly to 

your inbox each and every week.

What are you waiting for?

Subscribe now!

http://bit.ly/2ZtidJm
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/crypto-trading-education/growing-trends-of-crypto-exchanges-in-2021/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/crypto-trading-education/how-can-businesses-benefit-from-using-atrom-ecosystem-applied-blockchain/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/crypto-trading-education/top-cryptocurrencies-which-will-explode/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/crypto-trading-education/top-cryptocurrencies-which-will-explode/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/crypto-trading-education/how-the-blockchain-revolution-can-help-investors/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/crypto-trading-education/how-the-blockchain-revolution-can-help-investors/
http://bit.ly/2ZtidJm
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Bitcoin had reached a market capitalisation of about 

$779 billion on January 8 and from there it plunged to a 

market cap of $583 billion on January 11.

Some of the main reasons that may have caused this 

fall could be profit booking by the miners, who sold their 

inventory. Even institutional investors who may have 

entered crypto markets from a short-term perspective 

and had purchased at lower levels could have been 

tempted to book profits after the sharp rally of the past 

few days.

However, only profit-booking in the spot markets is 

unlikely to cause the kind of carnage seen in crypto mar-

kets on January 11. This is likely to have exacerbated due 

to the huge amount of outstanding leverage positions. 

Bybit data suggests over $2.7 billion worth of futures 

positions were dumped during the fall.

As the price turned down, these leveraged positions 

could have generated margin calls, resulting in liqui-

dation by the brokers at the market price. This further 

intensified selling and drove the buyers away who 

avoided buying until the selling exhausted.

Vertical rallies are followed by sharp falls but the 

strong rebound suggests accumulation at lower levels. 

However, after large volatile moves, the crypto markets 

may enter a lull period as both bulls and the bears try to 

establish their supremacy.

Hello, crypto traders welcome to this week’s 164th edition of Cryptonaire Weekly. The overall 

Cryptocurrency Market Cap stands at $945 Billion. We have seen a $97 Billion increase in the 

Market Cap since the last week. Bitcoin price is currently around $34,800 from $31,200 since last 

week and has increased by 11.54% and Ether price is now at $1,090 from $1,025 since last week 

and has increased by 6.34%. The current market cap for bitcoin is $646 Billion, and for Altcoins, 

the current market cap is $299 Billion.

Percentage of 

Total Market Capitalization (Dominance)

WEEKLY CRYPTOCURRENCY
MARKET ANALYSIS

Bitcoin

Ethereum

Tether

XRP

Litecoin 

Bitcoin Cash

Cardano

Polkadot

Stellar    

Chainlink

Others

68.24%

13.08%

2.56%

1.43%

0.97%

0.95%

0.95%

0.79%

0.70%

0.62%

9.73%
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TOP 10 COINS

Top 10 Coins by Total Market Capitalisation

https://bit.ly/3n9R6yR
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Top 10 Coins by Percentage Gain (Past 7 Days)

Top 10 Coins added to Exchanges with the Highest Market Capitalisation (Past 30 Days)
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https://bit.ly/2KS3syf
https://bit.ly/2KS3syf
https://bit.ly/2KS3syf
http://bit.ly/3rJ0cFS
http://apple.co/3o2moZB
https://bit.ly/2KS3syf
https://twitter.com/Bityardofficial
https://t.me/BityardEnglish
https://www.facebook.com/Bityardofficial/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bityard/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCXrwpEV_CMIQyvRGUYHs_Uw/
https://medium.com/@bityardsns
https://steemit.com/@bityard
https://bit.ly/2KS3syf
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BITCOIN - BTC/USD

We had projected a target objective of £31,399 in our previous analysis and Bitcoin rose to an intra-

day high at £30,936 on January 8. We had also mentioned that the RSI is in overbought levels and 

such markets can turn around quickly.

We saw an example of that on January 11 when the BTC/USD pair plummeted below the 20-day EMA 

and fell to an intraday low at £21,000. The bulls aggressively purchased the lows, which is a positive 

sign as it shows strong demand at lower levels.

If the bulls can build upon yesterday’s recovery, the pair may again gradually attempt to move up to 

£30,000. However, the possibility of the uptrend resuming is low.

The higher levels are likely to attract selling by traders as many may want to book profits. If the pair 

fails to break out to new highs, the selling is likely to intensify and that could again pull the price 

back towards £20,000.

The pair could remain range-bound for a few days before starting the next trending move. We do 

not find any reliable setups that offer an attractive trading opportunity.

CRYPTO
TRADE OPPORTUNITIES
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ETHEREUM - ETH/USD

We had projected a target objective of £1,000 in our previous analysis and Ether hit a high of 

£996.45 on January 10. This may have attracted profit booking from traders but the bulls purchased 

the dip, forming a long-legged Doji candlestick pattern on January 10.

However, the bulls could not build up on the recovery and the ETH/GBP pair again turned down on 

January 11. The selling intensified after the bears broke below the £785.57 support. 

The bulls aggressively purchased the sharp drop to £621.02, which led to a sharp recovery by the 

end of the day. This suggests strong demand at lower levels. 

The bulls will now try to push the price back to £1,000, but the up-move will have to face stiff selling 

pressure as traders who are stuck at higher levels are likely to liquidate their positions.

After the large range day on January 10, the pair may remain range-bound for the next few days as 

the bulls and the bears try to establish their supremacy. As the chart is not offering any clarity about 

the next possible move, traders may remain on the sidelines. 
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RIPPLE - XRP/USD

The bulls pushed the price above the 20-day EMA on January 7, which was the first indication that 

the selling may have exhausted. The bulls sustained the price above the 20-day EMA till January 10 

but could not launch the next leg of the up-move to £0.20.

That attracted profit booking from traders who may have purchased near the lows. The XRP/GBP 

pair dipped below the 20-day EMA on January 12 but the long tail on the day’s candlestick suggests 

buying at lower levels.

Today, the bulls are attempting to push the price back above the 20-day EMA. If they succeed, the 

pair may rise to £0.30. If the price turns down from this overhead resistance, the pair may remain 

range-bound for a few more days.

The flat moving averages and the RSI just below the midpoint indicates a balance between supply 

and demand. The longer the time spent in the range, the stronger will be the eventual breakout 

from it. 

If the bulls can drive the price above £0.30, it will open up the possibility for a rally to £0.45. On the 

other hand, a break below £0.15 may resume the downtrend.
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BITCOIN CASH - BCH/USD

Bitcoin Cash exceeded our expectations of a rally to £400 as it soared above this resistance and 

reached an intraday high at £495 on January 9. The bulls bought the dip to the £400 support on 

January 10, which was a positive move.

However, the negative sentiment across the crypto sector resulted in aggressive selling on January 

11 that pulled the BCH/GBP pair back to the £275 support. This offered a low-risk opportunity to trad-

ers who bought the dip, resulting in a recovery by the end of the day.

Today the bulls will try to push the price back above the £380–£400 overhead resistance zone. If 

they succeed, the pair may again move up to £440 and then to £495.

On the other hand, if the price turns down from the overhead resistance, the pair may remain range-

bound between £400 and £275 for a few days.
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LITECOIN  - LTC/USD

Litecoin hit an intraday high at £137 on January 10, just below the £140 target objective mentioned 

in the previous analysis.

The LTC/GBP pair formed a bearish engulfing pattern on January 10 and that was followed by 

aggressive selling on January 11, which pulled the price down to the 50-day SMA. 

Traders who may have missed buying previously bought the dip to the 50-day SMA, resulting in a 

strong recovery. If the bulls can push and sustain the price back above the 20-day EMA, it will sug-

gest that traders continue to buy at higher levels.

If that happens, the pair may gradually move up to £120 and then to £140. However, the possibility 

of the uptrend resuming is low.

Contrary to this assumption, if the price turns down from the 20-day EMA, it will suggest that traders 

are selling at higher levels. This may keep the pair range-bound between the moving averages for 

a few days.

A break below the 50-day SMA could tilt the advantage in favour of the bears. We do not find any 

trade setups at the current levels, hence traders may remain on the sidelines.
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http://bit.ly/2ZtidJm
http://bit.ly/2ZtidJm
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ADVANCEMENTS IN THE 
CRYPTOCURRENCY WORLD

Bitcoin’s prices have surrendered much of 2021’s eye-popping gains in an equally breathtaking 

plunge, a drop traders and analysts said was mostly due to short-term profit taking by some insti-

tutional investors.

Bitcoin fell to as low $30,305.30, just over $1,100 its 2020 closing price of $29,133.86, before recov-

ering to $32,748.52 at press time, down 14.51% in the last 24 hours.

The price for the oldest cryptocurrency is down 21.8% from its all-time high at $41,962.36, which 

was reached in the past week.

Darius Sit of crypto quant trading firm QCP Capital told CoinDesk that the sharp price drop was likely 

driven by hedge funds taking short-term profits after bitcoin (BTC, +5.79%)’s prices soared quickly 

at the start of the year.

Sit cited the bitcoin’s price gap between the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, which mainly serves 

institutional investors, and other exchanges as evidence that traditional money managers could be 

taking some short-term profit from bitcoin’s recent all-time high price.

Bitcoin Erases Most of New Year’s Gains Amid Short-Term Profit Taking

Read more...

https://www.coindesk.com/bitcoin-erases-most-of-new-years-gains-amid-short-term-profit-taking
https://www.coindesk.com/bitcoin-erases-most-of-new-years-gains-amid-short-term-profit-taking
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The total cryptocurrency market cap fell by more than $200 billion as Bitcoin price dropped to 

$30,229 and altcoins correctly sharply.

The euphoria in the cryptocurrency market was quelled on Jan.11 as the majority of altcoins saw their 

prices decline by more than 20% as Bitcoin price sold off sharply. 

After falling below the $40,000 support level on Jan. 10, selling pressure for Bitcoin (BTC) increased 

overnight and pushed the price of the top cryptocurrency as low as $30,229 before a soft support 

level was reached.

The rapid decline in price led to more than $2.7 billion worth of futures contracts being liquidated 

and the long candles on the Bitcoin price chart show that the cascade of liquidations occurred 

quickly as the price dropped from $41,000 to $32,229.

Dallas Mavericks owner Mark Cuban used the market downturn as no opportunity to point out that 

the cryptocurrency market is identical to the internet stock bubble from the 1990s.

Cuban said that “Watching the cryptos trade, it’s exaclty like the internet stock bubble,” but he 

added that Bitcoin, Ether, and “a few others” will likely follow the path of Amazon and eBay and 

continue to see their valuations rise.

Analysts say Bitcoin price drop to $30K was ‘healthy and necessary’ 

Read more...

https://cointelegraph.com/news/analysts-say-bitcoin-price-drop-to-30k-was-healthy-and-necessary
https://cointelegraph.com/news/analysts-say-bitcoin-price-drop-to-30k-was-healthy-and-necessary
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Biden’s fiscal stimulus plan could send the BTC price rocketing higher.

The incoming Biden administration’s plan to flood the U.S. economy with trillions of dollars could 

ignite the next leg of the Bitcoin (BTC) bull market, as more investors seek refuge from a crumbling 

United States dollar. 

Axios, an Arlington-based news outlet, reported Thursday that Joe Biden has asked Congress to 

provide Americans with $2,000 in stimulus payments to help offset the economic devastation of 

Covid-19. The incoming president has also proposed a $3 trillion tax and infrastructure package as 

part of his “Build Back Better” program.

Biden doubled down on his call for more direct relief to Americans following Friday’s disappointing 

jobs report showing a loss of 140,000 positions in December.

He said:

“Economic research confirms that with conditions like the crisis today, especially with such low 

interest rates, taking immediate action – even with deficit financing – is going to help the economy”

If 2020 is anything to go by, the new tidal wave of stimulus could be another catalyst for Bitcoin as 

more money floods the market and makes its way into asset prices.

As Biden preps $3T stimulus, Bitcoin could be set to erupt

Read more...

https://cointelegraph.com/news/as-biden-preps-3t-stimulus-bitcoin-could-be-set-to-erupt
https://cointelegraph.com/news/as-biden-preps-3t-stimulus-bitcoin-could-be-set-to-erupt
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https://bit.ly/3oMAzlr
https://bit.ly/3oMAzlr
https://bit.ly/3oMAzlr
mailto:support@cliqtoken.com
https://t.me/joinchat/LbJ0QUTEBSa9EOzx4wcVWA
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Bitcoin trading platform Bakkt is now becoming a publicly-traded company with a value of $2.1 billion 

and will be listed on the New York State Exchange with renamed Bakkt Holdings.

Launched during the bear market of 2018 by Intercontinental Exchange (ICE), Bakkt investors will roll 

their equity into the combined company, with ICE contributing an additional $50 million in capital.

This is made possible through its merger with Victor VPC Impact Acquisition Holdings that complet-

ed its initial public offering in September 2020. Together, they aim to grow Bakkt’s “market-leading 

position in digital assets.”

The company also announced a new CEO, Gavin Michael, former head of technology of Citi’s Global 

Consumer Bank, as it focuses on the rollout of its consumer application. Meanwhile, interim CEO 

David Clifton will sit on the Board of Directors.

The new Bakkt App, to be rolled out in March 2021, will allow the users to buy, sell, store, and spend 

digital assets. Michael said,

“The average consumer holds a wealth of digital assets but rarely tracks their value and lacks the 

tools to manage and utilize them.”

Bakkt to Become a NYSE-Listed Publicly Traded Company with a $2.1 Billion 

Valuation

Read more...

https://bitcoinexchangeguide.com/bakkt-to-become-an-nyse-listed-publicly-traded-company-with-a-2-1-billion-valuation/
https://bitcoinexchangeguide.com/bakkt-to-become-an-nyse-listed-publicly-traded-company-with-a-2-1-billion-valuation/
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Bitcoin’s Active Addresses, Trading Volumes Now at All-Time Highs

Read more...

Trading volumes and active addresses for bitcoin have now surpassed their previous all-time highs 

during the last crypto bull run in 2017, and the data has given some analysts confidence the bull 

market for bitcoin is not over yet.

Data from CryptoCompare shows that bitcoin trading volumes on the eight major exchanges tracked 

on the CoinDesk 20 have passed $11 billion, a new all-time high from the previous record during 

2017’s crypto bull market.

“This is first and foremost a sign of how much bigger and mature the industry is, with a lot more 

money flowing on these exchanges,” Bendik Norheim Schei, head of research at Arcane Research, 

told CoinDesk. “It is great to see higher volumes, making the market more liquid and efficient.”

The surging volume due to Monday’s sell-off came in part from newcomers to the market, according 

to Schei.

“Some of this volume is definitely from new and unexperienced investors entering the market for 

the first time and panicking when the price starts falling,” he said. “These corrections are necessary 

and healthy, even in a bull market.”

At the same time, the number of active bitcoin addresses has also broke its previous record on Jan. 

8, according to data from Glassnode.

https://www.coindesk.com/bitcoin-active-addresses-trading-volumes-all-time-highs
https://www.coindesk.com/bitcoin-active-addresses-trading-volumes-all-time-highs
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Read more...

Bitcoin is now worth half of all silver in the world

With a market cap of almost $780 billion, Bitcoin is currently worth half of all the silver that has ever 

been mined. According to data from Infinite Market Cap, Bitcoin has also surpassed tech giants 

Facebook, Tencent, and Alibaba in terms of market cap, as well as Warren Buffett’s Berkshire 

Hathaway.

Facebook, Tencent, Alibaba dethroned by rallying Bitcoin

Bitcoin’s latest rally has pushed its price past $40,000, helping it reach its all-time-high. However, 

with most of the world now focused on rising prices, Bitcoin’s increasing market cap has mostly 

gone unnoticed.

With a market capitalization of $779.85 billion, Bitcoin is the ninth-largest asset in the world. The 

world’s largest cryptocurrency has surpassed Facebook, whose $755 billion market cap makes it 

the tenth-largest asset and the sixth-largest tech company in the world.

Chinese tech company Tencent also ranks below Bitcoin with a market cap of just over $706 billion, 

while the global e-commerce giant Alibaba is ranked 12th with a market cap of $629.33 billion.

Bitcoin has also outperformed Berkshire Hathaway, the world’s largest holding and investment 

company founded by billionaire investor Warren Buffett. According to data from Infinite Market Cap, 

Berkshire Hathaway is the world’s thirteen-largest asset with a market capitalization of $547 billion.

https://cryptoslate.com/bitcoin-is-now-worth-half-of-all-silver-in-the-world/
https://cryptoslate.com/bitcoin-is-now-worth-half-of-all-silver-in-the-world/
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https://bit.ly/3fvuark
https://bit.ly/3l1Qpq3
https://bit.ly/2Hd8rrw
https://bit.ly/2Hd8rrw
https://bit.ly/2Hd8rrw
https://twitter.com/QuiverX5
https://t.me/joinchat/SJfRpBxjLExVcFYGwfMZSw
https://medium.com/@QuiverX
https://github.com/QuiverX
https://bit.ly/2Hd8rrw
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The Financial Conduct Authority has urged consumers to do their research and assess the risks 

when dealing with cryptocurrencies.

The Financial Conduct Authority has issued a list of five concerns consumers should keep in mind 

when dealing with crypto.

The regulator cited price volatility, technical complexity, and other aspects that should be taken into 

account.

All of those risks should be well known.

The UK Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) issued a consumer warning about the risks of investing in 

cryptocurrency today. But it wasn’t scaremongering, instead, it was an acknowledgment of the risks 

that do exist in the industry.

In its warning, the FCA listed five main risks and concerns associated with “high-return investments 

based on cryptoassets,” including consumer protection, price volatility, product complexity, charges 

and fees, and marketing materials.

Firstly, the FCA reminded the general public that some digital assets—including the ones promising 

high returns—may not be regulated beyond anti-money laundering requirements. This implies that 

consumer safety is not guaranteed—like it’s often the case in the world of crypto.

The FCA Has 5 Entirely Reasonable Concerns About Cryptocurrency

Read more...

https://decrypt.co/53721/the-fca-has-5-entirely-reasonable-concerns-about-cryptocurrency
https://decrypt.co/53721/the-fca-has-5-entirely-reasonable-concerns-about-cryptocurrency
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Investment giant Morgan Stanley is increasing its stake in MicroStrategy.

A new filing with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) shows Morgan Stanley has 

purchased about 11% of the business intelligence,  software and cloud-based services company.

MicroStrategy’s stock has soared since the company began buying massive amounts of Bitcoin.

To date, MicroStrategy has purchased approximately 70,470 Bitcoin, worth a staggering $2.6 billion 

at time of publishing.

Market researcher Kevin Rooke sees Morgan Stanley’s move as a convenient way for the firm to 

gain exposure to BTC in the traditional markets.

“Morgan Stanley just filed an SEC form declaring they now own 792,627 shares (10.9%) of 

MicroStrategy. They’ve increased their position by 360%, adding almost 650,000 shares since Q3 

2020. Even the banks want Bitcoin.”

Last month, Morgan Stanley’s chief global strategist Ruchir Sharma said Bitcoin is rising as faith in 

the future of the US dollar declines.

“Bitcoin is also starting to make progress on its ambition to replace the dollar as a medium of exchange. 

Today, most Bitcoins are held as an investment, not used to pay bills, but that is changing…

Morgan Stanley Increases Stake in Bitcoin Adopter MicroStrategy, Which 

Now Holds $2.6 Billion in BTC

Read more...

https://dailyhodl.com/2021/01/11/morgan-stanley-increases-stake-in-bitcoin-adopter-microstrategy-which-now-holds-2-6-billion-in-btc/
https://dailyhodl.com/2021/01/11/morgan-stanley-increases-stake-in-bitcoin-adopter-microstrategy-which-now-holds-2-6-billion-in-btc/
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Bank of America’s chief investment strategist sees “the mother of all bubbles” in bitcoin. He com-

pared the cryptocurrency’s recent rally to other bubbles, emphasizing the “increasingly specula-

tive” investing behavior of bitcoin.

Bank of America Warns of Huge Bitcoin Bubble

Bitcoin’s recent rally has worried a number of prominent financial analysts who warned of a huge 

bubble. Among them is Michael Hartnett, chief investment strategist at Bank of America Securities.

He explained on Friday that the recent surge in bitcoin’s price may be another case of a speculative 

mania, emphasizing that bitcoin looks like “the mother of all bubbles.” The strategist believes that 

“violent” inflationary price action in markets helped bitcoin’s rally in the last two months. Hartnett 

noted that bitcoin has outperformed other assets in the past few decades with its price surging 

about 1,000% since the beginning of 2019.

Bitcoin “blows the doors off prior bubbles,” he said, holding its performance up to other past 

bubbles. They include a surge in gold prices of more than 400% in the late 1970s, Japanese stocks 

in the late 1980s, and Thailand’s stock market in the mid-1990s. He also compared bitcoin’s rally 

to dot-coms in the late 1990s and housing prices in the mid-2000s. The strategist pointed out that 

those sectors saw triple-digit percentage gains before crashing down.

Bank of America Predicts ‘Mother of All Bubbles’ for Bitcoin 

Read more...

https://news.bitcoin.com/bank-of-america-predicts-mother-of-all-bubbles-bitcoin/
https://news.bitcoin.com/bank-of-america-predicts-mother-of-all-bubbles-bitcoin/
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https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=@My_Atronocom_World
https://twitter.com/atronocom
https://www.facebook.com/AtromG8/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCuQmWv0uA-53c_Tw1tmys7A
https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=@AG8_Traders_Pro
https://bit.ly/30OdpCb
https://bit.ly/37zFQoU
https://bit.ly/30LV74F
https://bit.ly/3ftuiWX
https://bit.ly/3ftuiWX
https://bit.ly/3ftuiWX
https://bit.ly/37zR5O9
https://bit.ly/2B7QerT
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Staking is grabbing attention across the crypto market, with investors looking to cash out on greater 

returns. With the staking sector growing significantly, it appears that Cardano (ADA) is making the 

most waves in the industry.

Mopping up the Staking Market

According to data from Staking Rewards, Cardano now has an impressive 69 percent of its ADA 

tokens staked. These figures surpass the former leader, Polkadot, which had 60.87 percent of its 

supply staked.

Reacting to the news, Jake Nicholson, the founder of the IOHK Foundation (Cardano’s developers), 

compared the blockchain to Polkadot. In a tweet, Nicholson said:

“The UX for staking $ADA is light years ahead of DOT. At one point, I staked $dot with my ledger, 

and I’m still trying to figure out how to view my balance. With $ada, I simply click on the yoroi exten-

sion. This is going to be a huge advantage w/newcomers to the space.”

Cardano isn’t the only staking network breaking grounds in the staking sub-sector. Last week, it 

was reported that Ethereum 2.0 staking on Kraken had hit an all-time high. Citing data from Jeremy 

Welch, Kraken’s Vice President of Product, it was confirmed that the exchange’s users had staked 

over $1 billion in ETH.

Cardano (ADA) Passes Polkadot (DOT) As Largest Cryptocurrency Staking 

NetworkStaking Network

Read more...

https://bitcoinexchangeguide.com/cardano-ada-passes-polkadot-dot-as-largest-cryptocurrency-staking-network/
https://bitcoinexchangeguide.com/cardano-ada-passes-polkadot-dot-as-largest-cryptocurrency-staking-network/
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Crypto exchanges in 2021 function as portals that individual traders can use for trading Bitcoin, Ripple, 

Ethereum, and a wide range of other cryptocurrencies. In many ways, they act as vehicles that facilitate 

the wide adoption of digital currencies in the future. As far as the crypto market size is concerned, 

it stood at USD 1.03 billion in 2019 and will likely reach 1.40 billion USD in 2024, thereby growing at 

6.18% CAGR. As for crypto exchanges, after the launch of Mt. Gox’s exchange in 2010, they have been 

growing, thriving, and evolving, adding a range of services, crypto pairs as well as functionality in the 

process.

Given the current pace at which the crypto exchanges, such as Bityard and others have been emerg-

ing, it wouldn’t be surprising if the market witnesses the continued growth of these digital exchanges 

even in 2021 and beyond. Soon crypto traders will see major crypto exchanges announcing a host of 

fresh features and platforms that will help them in diversifying their service offerings and attract new 

customers.

DISCOVER THE FUTURE GROWTH TRENDS OF THE CRYPTO EXCHANGES 
IN 2021

From a slow beginning in October in 2008, the crypto exchange segment has grown and matured 

beyond expectation. Over the next few years, crypto traders may witness the leading exchanges like 

Bityard, functioning more like a fully evolved ecosystem, while consolidation in the crypto market will 

imply that only those exchanges, which are prominent and deliver best-in-class services shall remain.

THE FUTURE GROWING TRENDS OF 

CRYPTO EXCHANGES IN 2021

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/crypto-trading-education/how-cliq-token-and-spottr-app-can-help-to-grow-your-wealth/
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EXCHANGES ADDING BOTH TRADITIONAL AND CRYPTO ASSETS

A look at the current situation reveals that many crypto exchanges have now begun to add invest-

ment services related to traditional assets i.e., forex, commodities, and indices. On the other hand, 

traditional exchanges have been including crypto trading services. For instance, crypto exchanges 

like FTX, eToro, and Bityard now offer multi-asset trading to facilitate traders across different mar-

kets, including stocks, cryptocurrencies, indices, forex, and other financial instruments. Given the 

scenario, many more exchanges will provide both traditional and crypto trading services in the days 

to come, and the aforementioned trading platforms have gotten a head start in the crypto market.

MORE INVESTORS WITH FINANCIAL OR CRYPTO BACKGROUND- CRYPTO 
EXCHANGES IN 2021

The story of cryptocurrencies started with Bitcoin emerging as the prominent crypto. Soon the price 

of Bitcoin witnessed a sharp rise, and investors began to leverage the market to earn massive prof-

its. It led to the emergence of several other cryptos and altcoins that have since attracted traders 

from varied backgrounds and industries. Today, there are many investors with little to no financial 

or crypto background and knowledge that continue to enter the market daily. It implies that crypto 

exchanges will have to ensure that their user-interfaces and trading processes are simple and easy 

to use for investors from all walks of life. This trend will likely continue even in the future.

COPY TRADING WILL GAIN POPULARITY

Copy trading was developed in around 2005, and has become popular since then. It will gain even 

more popularity in 2021. One of the most typical and famous copy trading platforms is eToro, which 

has built a professional and comprehensive copy trading system for its users. eToro even added 

many social features to the system, allowing the users to copy other’s trading, and to have strategy 

discussions with each other. Bityard, a relatively young exchange, on the other hand, have devel-

oped a well-simplified crypto copy trading system for its users. Its copy trading platform combines 

a complex contract with simple trading. As a result, users can access a safe, easy to use, and trans-

parent trading platform that facilitates trading. Bityard’s copy trading services are very useful for 

new crypto traders who have little to no knowledge & experience about crypto trading. Traders can 

easily copy the trade actions of other professional traders, whereas the professional traders acquire 

their share of additional revenue from every successful crypto trade that has been copied by the 

traders. This makes Bityard’s copy trading platform interactive, innovative, and mutually beneficial 

for copiers, as well as professional crypto traders whose trade actions are copied.
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DEX CONTINUES TO REMAIN 
THE FUTURE – CRYPTO 
EXCHANGES IN 2021

Industry experts were right when they 

predicted exchange trends and the future. 

They predicted that DEXs would rise and 

grow in the years to come, and they 

were quite right in suggesting the same. 

Several decentralized exchanges were 

launched in 2019 simply because they led 

full control to their users. However, even 

though they have increased in number, 

DEXs still have a long way to go. They 

continue to remain minor as far as trading 

volume is concerned.

Today, almost all DEXs are exploring 

advanced technologies to ensure ease 

of use for crypto investors. In the next 

couple of years, traders will witness many 

exchanges diversifying and adding new 

functionalities and features. Many of them 

will look to embed tool that will facilitate 

fiat to cryptocurrency payment gateway 

into their platforms. This tool will also 

include margin trading services, a liquidity 

aggregator platform, an OTC corporate 

trading desk, and custody services.

Many also believe that crypto exchanges 

would diversify in the years to come. As a 

result, some exchanges will introduce pre-

diction markets, security token exchanges, 

as well as options on cryptos. Others will 

launch an open blockchain platform and 

perpetual contracts (a kind of futures con-

tract). In essence, this diversification will 

attempt to provide an assortment of trad-

ing services/options, which will help grab 

the attention of institutional investors, as 

well as corporate clients. However, retail 

investors won’t be forgotten either.
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SECURITY MEASURES

One common aspect of all the exchanges in 2021 and beyond will be the genuine efforts made 

towards the improvement of the security measures. Given that some crypto exchanges are being 

hacked, cybersecurity measures and enhancements will be needed to ensure safe trading. Thus, 

exchanges will look to come up with improved security measures, as well as policies, which will 

help to secure the entire ecosystem. The industry will witness greater emphasis on cryptocurrency 

custody services. It will be similar to traditional finance, wherein custodians and exchanges will be 

two different entities. The digital exchanges will work in the direction of standardization of security 

policies and practices that will be crucial for the growth and the adoption of cryptos as the asset 

class. One such popular crypto exchange is Bityard, which differentiates itself by offering fast, easy, 

and safe crypto-asset contract trading services. Established in 2019 (November), Singapore based 

Bityard offers diverse crypto trading services and also helps in avoiding slippages. In addition,  

Bityard is compliant with financial regulations and has obtained financial licenses issued by multiple 

national institutions.

TRANSFORMATION OF CRYPTO EXCHANGES

Industry experts believe that several leading exchanges will function similarly to large ecosystems 

instead of standalone trading portals in the next couple of years. They also feel that the next decade 

will witness increased integration between crypto exchanges and the traditional finance system, 

making crypto much closer to the mainstream. The market will most likely see the consolidation of 

different exchanges in the years to come.

Market analysts also believe that only a couple of top-tier crypto exchanges will remain by 2029. 

Furthermore, they will be fully regulated, as well as at par with the traditional exchanges. As a result, 

crypto exchanges will transform into hybrid platforms, capable of offering a range of products, such 

as equities and STOs. These platforms shall compete with big and popular exchanges like the 

Nasdaq.

Industry insiders also predict that retail investors will look to trade cryptos on P2P networks that 

use highly efficient Lightning Network technology. Many think that two different types of crypto 

exchanges in 2021 will emerge. While some would function as traditional financial organizations that 

offer a limited range of professional services and digital assets, others will serve more as internet 

giants that will provide a wide variety of services and have several operational campaigns for driving 

traffic. Also Defi or decentralized finance will become one of the key aspects in the next 5-10 years. 

As a result, several non-traditional banks will embrace the Defi platform to enter into the traditional 

world of banking.
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TRANSFORMATION OF BITYARD AND OTHER EXCHANGES

Many crypto exchanges in 2021 will focus on newbies as they expect that in 2021 and beyond, many 

individuals will purchase cryptocurrency for the very first time. As a result, many platforms will look to 

offer a simple and easy-to-use trading portal in addition to other services, following which the entire 

crypto segment will move in a similar direction. One such popular crypto exchange that will trans-

form itself for its users will be Bityard. The exchange, with its simple UI design, rich crypto trading 

services, and a wide range of crypto assets, will emerge as one of the prominent exchanges in the 

world. The crypto exchange is also planning to launch forex and stock trading services in the future.

BLOCKCHAIN

Blockchain is the key technology that can transform the operations of several industries in the 

future. The technology has already helped many organizations embrace many benefits via decen-

tralized networks, top-level security, and immutable transactions. However, crypto exchanges in 

2021 that function in today’s financial market will make optimal utilization of blockchain technology.

https://youtu.be/i47P6ipH7k8
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Users today have come to realize that both decentralized and centralized exchanges are far from 

perfect and come with their limitations. Hence, organizations had no choice but to create 2nd gen 

decentralized crypto exchanges recently. These exchanges, built atop scalable blockchain systems, 

can be traded with several other blockchain systems seamlessly and with assistance from open-

source UI. Thus, they enable the exchange of digital assets. This trend will likely continue in the 

future, as with the increase in the public interest, users will expect increased security and control 

when they engage with these exchanges.

PROFESSIONALIZATION IS THE WAY FORWARD

Crypto exchanges will have to work towards winning their customers via professionalization. The 

easiest way to ensure this is through the hiring of top professional managers and executives from 

giants such as Google, Barclays and Lyft, and other prominent companies. In addition to this, they 

will also need to focus on and accept regulations. Thus, regulations, as well as other attestations, 

such as SOC audits, will become a positive instead of a negative for the exchanges. Another crucial 

aspect of regulatory acceptance for the exchanges will be market surveillance, and it will further 

help minimize manipulation.

CONCLUSION

To sum up, cryptocurrency exchanges have come far from being not as important to a way more 

mature industry at a much faster pace. This process of maturing of the crypto exchanges have made 

them fit for entering the public financial markets. Also, factors like quicker, safer, and low-cost trans-

actions that are being offered by Bityard and other exchanges, have influenced the growth and pop-

ularity of crypto exchanges and markets further. In the future, increased investment in blockchain 

technology, and high acceptance of cryptocurrencies, will accelerate the growth and spread of the 

crypto market and exchanges. The growing need for advancement in cryptos and safer transactions 

will also help the crypto market to emerge further.

https://bit.ly/2KS3syf
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There is no dearth of top cryptocurrencies that are available in the market today. However, when it 

comes to selecting the best cryptos for 2020 or those that are bound to explode in 2021, there are 

some great options available for investors.

In this article, we take a closer look at the top cryptocurrencies for 2020 and those that will likely 

witness a boom in 2021. Also, what trends/events shaped the crypto market in 2020, and what is 

the outlook for the future.

Development of the Cryptocurrency Space – Top Cryptocurrencies 2021 

The cryptocurrency space is more than ten years old with over 5,500 varied cryptos as well as a 

market cap upwards of 250 billion dollars. According to researchers in America, the industry has 

currently reached the 4th supercycle. They further pointed towards the fact that the previous three 

epochs culminated in unique developments that have shaped the market on the whole.

The very first crypto phase occurred between 2009-2012 with the mining pools as well as cryptocur-

rency exchanges as the major highlights of the cycle. During the same time, most of the investors 

got attracted to BTC owing to its capability of transferring value trustlessly i.e. without any central 

intermediary.

TOP CRYPTOCURRENCIES WHICH WILL 

EXPLODE IN 2021

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/crypto-trading-education/top-cryptocurrencies-which-will-explode/
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On the other hand, the 2nd growth cycle was between 2012-2016 that witnessed cryptocurrency begin-

ning to permeate into the larger technology space. This was the time when several developers were 

attracted to the potentials of blockchain technology, which further resulted in the emergence of altcoin 

crypto projects such as Ethereum. During this period, the ICO offering mania that began in 2017 and 

ended in 2018 was one of the major highlights as entrepreneurs and developers tried their best to con-

vince the investors that their crypto project was the next emerging Bitcoin. It was around the same time 

that even BTC hit its highest ever price of around 19,800 in December in 2017.

This third cycle/epoch witnessed the growth & enhancement of the cryptocurrency space beyond the 

P2P cash systems, and into infrastructures such as DeFi or decentralized finance as well as decentral-

ized apps.

Top Cryptocurrencies For 2021 & What Will Happen In The 4th Epoch?

As per what market experts and reports have to suggest, the cryptocurrency space has currently entered 

into the 4th supercycle. This phase will witness the emergence of many new projects. However, only 

those projects that emphasize transaction processing shall remain the primary focus of the existing 

cycle in 2021 and beyond. Thus, processors who will be able to handle increased transactions, or create 

innovative ways for serving fresh emerging transactional use cases, as well as profiles, shall earn the 

maximum share or percentage of the transaction fees available. This would incentivize and encourage 

them to continue supporting and building the network’s infrastructure even in the future.

Going forward, cryptocurrency-based payment mechanisms that find an apt solution to scalability issues 

will evolve and grow further.

Top Cryptocurrencies – A Positive Outlook for 2021

When it comes to calculating the market cap in the crypto world, it is done through the multiplication of 

the prices of different virtual currencies by total digital coins available in the crypto market. This measure 

is highly useful in the understanding of the amount of money that flows in as well as out of the crypto 

market. Until 2016, the market capitalization did not exceed 18 billion, whereas, in the year 2019, the 

increasing market cap of all the cryptos was around 237.1 billion US dollars. Going by the current global 

trends, 2021 will witness this number growing further.

Given that there is no centralized authority that rules the prices of cryptocurrencies, digital coins can 

become highly volatile. This offers a tremendous opportunity for large ROIs for investors who are bullish 

about the crypto market and are searching for top cryptocurrency.

Because of a lack of central authority who rules on the price of cryptocurrencies, they can be volatile. 

This provides an opportunity for a large return on your investments but can also be high risk for traders 

who have less experience.

Giant companies such as Mastercard, Visa and PayPal have announced businesses into cryptocur-

rencies and will start providing sales to many users/investors soon. This is a huge step in the direc-

tion of the legitimacy of cryptocurrencies since it will make the coin easier to use while also ensuring 

wider regulations.
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This, in turn, will lead to the mass adoption of cryptocurrencies. With these giant companies entering 

into the crypto space, the scalability level can increase exponentially. At present, blockchain can easily 

accommodate around 2700 transactions in every block whereas Visa has the potential of processing 

2000 transactions every second.

Apart from this, stablecoins, which are essentially digital coins pegged to the fiat currency and are 

used for hedging against the decline of crypto collateral prices, also has a bright future going forward. 

Stablecoins will likely witness much growth in 2021 primarily because of the instability of the non-central-

ized digital tokens in the long-term and also because

Top Cryptocurrencies For 2021 – Which Ones Will Dominate!

1. Ethereum: Ethereum, just like Bitcoin, has managed 

to maintain an outstanding market capitalization since 

it was first launched in 2015. By December 2020, 

Ethereum had managed to reach a market

capitalization of $82,507,291,691. Despite the coronavirus led pandemic, which impacted the performance 

of almost all the cryptocurrencies in March, ETC has maintained a strong position throughout 2020. If you 

are searching for the top cryptocurrency for investment in 2021, then Ethereum is an excellent option.

At the start of September, the pricing of ETH touched $480, which was the crypto’s highest price for 2020. Two 

main factors were responsible for this increase in value. One was the growth and expansion of Defi (decentral-

ized finance). It must be noted that the ETH platform supports several cryptocurrencies that are responsible for 

driving the Decentralized Finance sector. These include Chainlink, Maker, and Wrapped Bitcoin.

In fact, ETH has processed around $13.5 billion worth DEX (decentralized exchanges) in 2020 all by 

itself, way higher than under $3 billion exchanged processed in 2019. The second reason why you must 

consider ETH in 2021 is because of the introduction of ETH 2.0. This upgrade has made Ethereum more 

efficient and once it will be processing more transactions much faster, we will see its pricing explode.

https://youtu.be/GQR1xjQn5Pg
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2. Compound (COMP):  One major revolutionary fea-

ture of DeFi solutions is that it allows crypto investors 

to increase their crypto portfolios in unique ways, much 

simpler than time-consuming, traditional as well as 

expensive methods like mining or trading.

DeFi projects like COMP empower users to earn money by lending of digital assets. One of the 

top cryptocurrencies for 2021, COMP will allow users to easily deposit the tokens to any of the LPs 

(Liquidity Pools) and acquire tokens in exchange. With time, the rate of exchange between the origi-

nal crypto deposited and cToken changes, which implies that lending money will generate interest 

amount for users, and thus become more profitable because the time for which funds were staked 

within the LP grows.

Even though several new decentralized finance projects have tried to create imaginative and 

creative ideas for the application of Defi technology, earning money via mining of digital assets 

continues to be a popular method of earning money with DeFi. Given that the entire decentralized 

structure has immense potential for growth in the future bulls runs, projects such as Compound will 

also witness a huge surge in pricing.

https://compound.finance/
https://youtu.be/wZO-wF_bhZw
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3. Rowan Energy: As the globe’s first community-driven 

green energy and blockchain system, Rowan Energy 

plans to make several energy-based applications avail-

able in the twenty-first-century market. Another top 

cryptocurrency for 2021, Rowan Energy plans to

plans to decentralize and digitize the industry that hasn’t witnessed any massive technological 

adaptation or revamping in a long time.

The blockchain-driven reward system on the platform will encourage individuals to install solar 

energy systems on their rooftops. As a result, customers will be able to exchange solar energy with 

each other, providing an inexpensive green energy-based solution as well as faster returns for the 

additional solar energy that they produce. All the transactions that take place on the Rowan Energy 

platform will be carried out in Rowan digital tokens.

There are many reasons why Rowan Energy tokens will be among the top 10 cryptocurrencies in 

the world in 2021. To begin with, the platform makes use of a low-powered, PoA (Proof of Authority) 

system, thus leaving a minimal carbon footprint. Every member of the platform contributes to the 

Rowan Energy community through generating electricity, thus ensuring that it is available for their 

peers, as well as for validating transactions. Apart from this, Rowan Energy will create a community 

that will help to generate passive income every time they produce green energy.

Also, ever since the launch of the Rowan tokens on LATOKEN & VINDAX, the outcomes have been 

excellent. The price of Rowan tokens increased by more than 1000% over 7 days. Also, Rowan 

(RWN) has been included on the PROBIT exchange, which means that the pricing of the token will 

increase as and when the total number of Rowan users increases.

https://www.rowanenergy.com/
https://youtu.be/XZ_c2EZzFCg
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4. ATROMG8: Based in Switzerland, the ATROMG8 block-

chain project aims to introduce revolutionary privacy and 

security in the payments & messaging ecosystem. The 

blockchain landscape of the project coupled with its innova-

tive Multi-DLT is fully supported by the MixNet 5.0. Driven

by the MixNet 5.0. Driven by privacy, the platform has been designed from numerous open sources 

as well as is decentralized, which implies that it facilitates digital networks in real-time.

The ATROMG8 system will likely gain several users in 2021 as the security aspect will occupy a 

prime spot in blockchain apps. Today, the world has moved from being competitive to collaborative, 

thus the ATROMG8 blockchain system will help to discover value in sharing of ideas in real-time and 

also in transferring of funds as well as fresh methods of corporations between the existing networks. 

Thus, ATROMG8 is also one of the top cryptocurrencies for 2021.

https://youtu.be/zMynj0eb5xY
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5. IQONIQ:  Another top cryptocurrency for 2021 is IQONIQ, 

which is an innovative platform specially designed to resolve 

the issues that present-day social media, as well as dedicated 

portals, cause for idols, clubs, and fans. By designing an inno-

vative system that utilizes rewards, IQONIQ aims to set up a 

spot that will consist of all the information that fans require 

to know, and also provide them with the opportunity to get 

rewarded for cheering as fans.

This will help in creating a deeper connection between clubs, idols, and fans, as well as remove the 

fanbase and data fragmentation. As far as fans are concerned, IQONIQ will provide them with tre-

mendous opportunities to follow their favourite sports idols and clubs. Everything they require will be 

put together in a single spot. Fans who participate and engage will get rewarded through IQONIQ 

loyalty points. Besides, the ones who are very loyal will get an opportunity to acquire exclusive 

advantages like idol greets and meet.

With the increase in use and the growth of the IQONIQ tokens, IQQ will be scaling up as well as 

delivering over 3000 transactions every second as well as over 100 million daily transactions. IQQ 

tokens will also be utilized for several applications such as remittance, trade finance, corporate pay-

ments as well as foreign exchange.

The top cryptocurrency and digital token will receive wide acceptance by currency exchanges, glob-

al banks, as well as other payment service providers, e-commerce merchants, and corporate houses.

https://iqoniq.com/
https://youtu.be/yF6L5gZR4lw
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6. Aave (AAVE): Another DeFi solution-focused platform 

that is also a promising crypto project that will witness 

growth in 2021. Industry experts are highly optimistic 

about the AAVE project indicating a bull run for the same.

AAVE’s price has gone up by almost three times in the past couple of weeks. Besides if continues 

to record a bull run, the crypto will witness a much higher growth by next year. As far as Aave is 

concerned, the project draws many similarities with the Compound crypto project.

Aave is way more complex when compared with Compound. This implies that the project offers 

many more features, but is less welcoming for novice users and inexperienced investors who value 

simplicity over any other feature. The Aave crypto platform allows individuals to lend sixteen digi-

tal assets, while Comp only supports as many as nine tokens. So, if you are one of those investors 

who prefer to diversify their crypto portfolio and grasp numerous and varied cryptocurrency earning 

opportunities, then Aave, a top cyrptocurrency for 2021, makes an excellent choice.

https://youtu.be/qq-Z0-b4sUw
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7. Enjin Coin (ENJ) : ENJ is ETH-based crypto used for 

providing support to the next-gen blockchain assets. The 

Enjin project has witnessed rapid growth since its launch. 

The gaming community offers support to more than

300,000 other gaming communities and has around 19 million gamers who have successfully reg-

istered with the platform. Since its launch in 2009, Enjin has helped gamers to design websites for 

guilds and clans, create forums as well as add chat groups, wikis, and more.

In 2017, Enjin held their Initial Coin Offering to introduce their technology on the blockchain network, 

and to add new features to their platform. Enjin is also looking to introduce its all-new version of Enjin 

Marketplace that will further offer a revamped user interface, powerful API as well as new features.

Once the crypto market is more bullish, Enjin will likely witness further growth. The top cryptocur-

rency will also see much increase in price as a result of product launches as well as partnership 

announcements. Enjin will rise in 2021 with increased adoption and popularity.

https://enjin.io/
https://youtu.be/3kzISoZpr5g
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8. UNI: A DEX (Decentralized Exchange), Uniswap allows peo-

ple to swap numerous Ethereum based ERC-20 digital tokens 

from one simple a simplified web interface. UNI is at present a 

highly popular DEX and one of the top cryptocurrencies.

The firm had 2.1 billion dollars secured in their contracts in October 2020. This accounts for nearly 

20% of the entire value locked within decentralized finance apps. The platform’s daily trading vol-

umes of 263 million dollars make up around 95percent of all the decentralized exchange trading. 

UNI allows users to acquire revenue through staking of their digital tokens in the liquidity pool.

The platform has grabbed the attention of many users who seek to earn profits. During a recent 

popularity surge that took place in Sept 2020, investors deposited most of Uniswap’s existing locked 

value. The usual 0.3 percent trading fee has been split between all the members of the LP (Liquidity 

Pool). Uniswap has managed to deliver to its highest potential. It is a widely recognized decentralized 

exchange and offers a convenient option for most ETH investors. Uniswap introduced its governance 

token, known as UNI in September 2020.

The firm didn’t hold an ICO as well as a token sale. In the future, people will also get to earn UNI 

digital tokens through staking of the token in specific LPs. This is known as yield farming or mining. 

Investors can purchase UNI tokens via different exchanges and has already proven to achieve fast 

success, thus entering the list of top cryptos for 2021.

https://youtu.be/ovbs8LT8wIg
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9. Polkadot (DOT): Polkadot, also known as the DOT 

crypto project has also entered the top cryptocurrency list 

for 2021. The Polkadot blockchain network is regarded as 

the 6th largest blockchain system as far as market cap is 

concerned.

According to market experts, DOT will be among the top 3 market capitalization in the future. As 

far as Polkadot is concerned, it is a next-gen blockchain network that unites many purpose-built 

blockchain systems, enabling them to function seamlessly. It connects many chains within a single 

system, enabling them to carry out transactions parallelly as well as exchange data among chains 

with guarantees. After going live by mid of August on different exchanges, the dot digital token has 

gone up by more than 44%.

Polkadot’s ability to spin new blockchains comes across as attractive from an investment point of 

view. The DOT digital token has 3 main purposes including, governance, staking, and bonding. 

Market experts think that if the developers focus on improving the project, the prospects will be lim-

itless. Besides, given that the crypto market is highly volatile, it is much likely that DOT will emerge 

as one of the top cryptocurrencies for 2021.

https://polkadot.network/
https://youtu.be/_-k0xkooSlA
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10. Cosmos (ATOM): Yet another top cryptocurrency for 

2021, Cosmos is a unique network of different blockchain 

networks. Many developers refer to it as the ‘Internet 

of Blockchains.’ The crypto project aims to allow differ-

ent blockchains to communicate freely with one another 

seamlessly. By allowing a blockchain to share data, com-

municate, as well as transact with one another, Cosmos 

manages to transform the market and create a positive 

force for its development.

It is much more than a mere bridge between different blockchains, as the platform features a com-

prehensive range of products as well as features that make it a highly impressive option within the 

market. Cosmos has introduced a net-gen tech stack that provides developers with access to potent 

tools that further increase the efficiency of blockchain creation.

Through the Cosmos network, multiple blockchains can easily coexist while still maintaining their 

use cases. This enables developers to emphasize improvements instead of spending their efforts on 

large-scale marketing as well as other competitive activities.

If you are searching for a top cryptocurrency that offers good returns that Cosmos (ATOM) is a great 

option. Cosmos price equals around 5.58 USD in December 2020 and based on what market fore-

casters have to suggest, the coin will likely witness an increase in the long-term. Many experts think 

that the price of Cosmos would increase to 17.570 USD by 2025.

https://cosmos.network/
https://youtu.be/Eb8xkDi_PUg
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THE TIMELINE FOR MAJOR CRYPTO EVENTS IN 2020

2020 delivered some important developments in the crypto space. Following are some of the 

events for the year.

Cryptocurrency Regulation 

Introduced

The blockchain’s privacy fea-

ture poses worries among 

governments. Regulations 

were introduced to make 

them crime-free and to lift the 

ban in several countries.

The Halving

Bitcoin halved its tokens on 

the 11th of May, 2020.  The 

Bitcoin halving event takes 

place when the rewards for 

Bitcoin mining transactions 

is reduced to half. This also 

results in cutting Bitcoin’s 

inflation rate by almost half, 

as well as the rate, with which 

fresh Bitcoins enter into circu-

lation. This way Bitcoin halves 

the inflation every 4 years until 

all the Bitcoins are released as 

well as are in circulation.

Enter Libra

Libra, the asset-based stable-

coin announced by Facebook 

in 2019, gears up for the cryp-

to market. In 2020, the Libra 

Association, based in Geneva, 

stated that they plan to intro-

duce a single coin supported 

by the dollar. 
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Facebook, which is one of the 27 members of the association, is waiting for a response from FINMA, 

the Switzerland regulator.

Stablecoin

In the 3rd quarter, the supply of USDC (the 2nd largest stablecoin in terms of market capitalization) 

grew more when compared to tether (USDT), the largest stablecoin.

Ethereum Markt Cap Increases

Ethereum’s market cap increased by 60% in the 3rd quarter of 2020, moving from 25 billion dol-

lars to 40.5 billion dollars by September. The market cap of top 10 Defi digital coins in terms of total 

locked value also witnessed an increase from 1.2 billion dollars to 5.3 billion dollars.

Market Consolidates

With a fall in the price of Bitcoin, the total number of cryptos in the market grew by more than 2300 

in 2020.

Crypto and Fintech Tie-Up in 2020

More than 77% of organizations that provide financial services claim that they plan to adopt the 

Blockchain technology by 2020 end. This is crucial as Blockchain has the power to transform the 

entire operations and working of the financial tech sector.

Top Cryptocurrencies 2021 – Conclusion

So, what we know for sure is that Blockchain, which is the main technology behind several top 

cryptocurrencies, has spread its dominance outside the digital/virtual currency industry. It will likely 

witness new applications in 2021.

Remember, crypto investment isn’t meant for those who are faint-hearted. So, if you can handle high 

risk and high reward scenarios, then crypto is meant for you. Also, with the coronavirus-led pandemic 

hitting us hard and impacting our lives in many ways, we may witness the emergence of new curren-

cies in the digital market space.

So, to sum up, a lot has happened in the cryptocurrency environment. These events, both negative 

and positive, have shaped the industry. Overall, there are many reasons to be positive or optimistic 

about the market because cryptocurrency is well on its way to professionalization.
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Investment management applications is there a place for them in todays world? Investing mind-

fully is the ideal way to build a secure future. But, when your investment portfolio begins to grow 

and expand, keeping a track of all your securities/investments can be quite the task. This is where 

the investment management applications come in handy. Investment management platforms and 

applications allow investors to manage as well as track their portfolio with minimal efforts. With the 

advent of app-driven investments in the past couple of years, investing in securities has become 

easier for both individuals and companies.

Today, a number of prominent applications have simplified investment for individuals, regardless of 

their previous investment experience. A major reason behind the increase in the popularity of invest-

ment management applications is the need among people to constantly manage, improve, track as 

well as protect their investment portfolio against difficult market conditions.

Over time, several new-age investment applications have emerged that are facilitating the investors 

in several ways. Below, check out the top 5 investment management platforms.

INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT APPLICA-

TIONS – QUIVERX INVESTMENT APP 

FOR ALL

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/crypto-trading-education/defi-remastered-the-wise-token-solution/
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TOP 5 INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT APPLICATIONS

As already mentioned above, blockchain has the power to transform the investment management 

applications industry. It allows investors to carry a highly trusted and easy to use a digital identity, 

which is further linked with their financial records as well as transaction history.

WHEN IT COMES TO THE TOP 5 INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT PLATFORMS, 
INVESTORS CAN LOOK FORWARD TO USING PLATFORMS SUCH AS:

1.QuiverX Capital: It is a crowdfunding platform that uses 

blockchain technology, providing investors an opportunity to 

earn like professionals. The platform allows investors to take 

their investment capabilities a notch higher. With blockchain, 

investors can own a fraction of high-yielding shares.

2.Kickstarter: Kickstarter is a unique crowdfunding platform 

that helps people to gather funds from the general public, that 

circumvents traditional investment avenues of investment.

IT is an excellent platform that enables people to transform their ideas into reality. It provides trac-

tion to unique projects which when rightly executed, can help people to build their own small com-

panies. Project creators can select a preferred deadline as well as a minimum funding goal, and 

Kickstarter applies only 5% as its fee on the amount of money raised.

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Quiverx.png
https://youtu.be/qPuDPSUIrD8
https://www.kickstarter.com/
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3.Mint: Mint is another popular investment, as well as a money 

management platform that offers a quick link to your invest-

ment accounts. Mint tracks all your accounts including banking, 

investment, retirement, and credit. Mint also provides informa-

tion related to your fees, allowing you to discover the amount of 

money that is not being invested in your future.

https://youtu.be/qcR_UHV0tKE
https://www.mint.com/how-mint-works/investments
https://youtu.be/EfBELqSJfZg
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4.Indiegogo: This is another excellent crowdfunding platform 

that provides support to people or small companies with innova-

tive products. With Indiegogo, investors get a chance to support 

new entrepreneurs and technology right from their initial stages. 

This means you can evaluate a project/campaign and contribute 

as much as you intend to.

5.GoFundMe: GoFundMe is a leading crowd-

funding platform that allows individuals to raise 

funds for events like celebrations, graduations, 

illnesses, and accidents. People can raise funds 

individually or choose to invite other people to join 

their fundraising team.

https://www.indiegogo.com/
https://youtu.be/V-VbZR0U0Og
https://uk.gofundme.com/
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HOW THE BLOCKCHAIN CAN CHANGE INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT 
APPLICATIONS?

Initially, blockchain gained prominence as a revolutionary technology that underpinned high-profile 

cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin. However, now the technology is getting a significant amount of 

attention due to its ability to offer a solid infrastructure for recording and executing transactions. 

Blockchain has tremendous capabilities in transforming the investment management applications 

sector through the use of digital identities, smart contracts as well as other innovative components.

In simple terms, blockchain works as a decentralized and distributed ledger-based system, capable 

of recording transactions securely as well as in a permanent and verifiable manner.

As far as the banking & finance industry is concerned, it has been one of the key contributors in 

the area of blockchain application development. This is because blockchain impacts the investment 

management industry in multiple ways. To begin, it offers tremendous scope for open collaboration. 

Apart from creating resiliency, blockchain technology allows different networks to openly collabo-

rate with each other.

Additionally, blockchain offers improved privacy and security of data. It transforms how data is both 

accessed and stored in a network. Blockchain distributes records across different nodes, thus elimi-

nating the chances of a data breach on a centralized database. With blockchain, one also enjoys 

benefits such as improved speed. A well-designed blockchain investment management app offers 

real-time information concerning investment tracking, providing asset managers an insight into the 

data as well as the changes which can impact their client’s investment portfolio.

https://youtu.be/by5HnYy1eZ8
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Also, transactions that take place on the blockchain cannot be altered or changed without the need 

for any network permission. As a result, the activities related to the assets are duly verified and 

provide an accurate record to the asset managers for further use. Investment portfolios that have 

been built on the blockchain-based system benefit as a result of organized data systems that DLT 

provides. DLT further helps in accelerating communication between asset managers, investors as 

well as 3rd party entities.

WHAT MAKES QUIVERX DIFFERENT?
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As far as QuiverX Capital is concerned, it is a unique crowdfunding platform that uses blockchain 

technology. QuiverX offers a platform for everyday investors that provides them with an opportunity 

to earn money like professionals. The platform allows investors to take their investment capabilities 

a notch higher. With blockchain, investors can own a fraction of high-yielding shares.

QuiverX allows investors to make use of smart contracts designed on the Ethereum network and 

further invest them with complete transparency and confidence. Using their online wallet you can 

store, transfer as well as track trade-related information on your assets in the wallet. The platform 

runs on Amazon Web Services, which implies that you will never have to worry about the safety and 

security of your data.

The QuiverX platform is easy to access and use. Hence, investors can invest in numerous cryptocur-

rencies and also seek other opportunities for investment in a single centralized location. QuiverX 

also allows investors to accrue as much as 18% APY rewards and keep their coins secure on their 

servers.

QuiverX has applied blockchain to remodel the markets that are traditionally inaccessible, thereby 

providing opportunities for high-value investment at a low entry barrier. This further results in inves-

tors achieving a high percentage on their investments. QuiverX has been developed to enable 

seamless transactions on a centralized platform.

As far as investors are concerned, some of their major concerns include entry cost and the need 

for initial capital. Apart from this, they are also worried about privacy, reliability, and security when it 

comes to investment. Other concerns such as the number of commissions or fees charged, trading 

at best prices, and outstanding customer support are also some of the issues that investors face 

today.

With QuiverX platform retail investors can access previously inaccessible investment markets that 

have a high fee and minimum investment requirement of around one million dollars. Investors who 

choose to participate in the QuiverX token get the right to buy their share in their revenue stream. 

Hence, when the token increases in value, investors can either cash it or reinvest it, earning rewards 

to the tune of 18% on an annual basis by staking token in their system. The highly innovative plat-

form has been designed to process safe, secure, and+- high-value transactions while enabling every 

investor to function anonymously by carrying out verified transactions through their blockchain 

system. QuiverX imposes an extremely low fee, making investment management simple and conve-

nient, irrespective of whether investors are using cryptocurrency or fiat money. The QuiverX token 

functions as the utility token as well as a credit system that delivers numerous functions, such as 

granting specialized access to holders and paying for services on its site.

https://bit.ly/2Hd8rrw
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THE QUIVERX APPLICATION

The QuiverX platform is designed to offer both reliability and security. Using the QuiverX token, 

which is basically an ERC-20 digital token that can be easily held in an Ethereum ERC20  wallet, 

one can easily trade on different exchanges. In the near future, these tokens can also be utilized 

for loading Visa point of sales payment card option, buying cryptocurrency within the application, 

or reinvesting into projects displayed within the application. All the potential investment options will 

be displayed within the website and the holders of the QuiverX token will be able to scroll through 

them to pick and buy into the projects that they are interested in.

Additionally, investors can also stake their digital coins, by leaving the desired token amount on the 

crypto exchange and earn around 18% on an annual basis. This amount will be payable only after 

their staking period comes to an end, and based on the amount that they may have staked.

CONCLUSION

Investment management applications and platforms have become quite popular among seasoned 

as well as new investors. This is because of their easy to access interface and host of features. 

Over the last couple of years, there has been a drop in the startup, asset, and IPO investors and. 

This drop has taken place also due to inflation, it has a diminishing impact on the initial amount of 

capital required for investment. While most of the high-value projects look to acquire capital through 

angel investors, experienced investors cannot do the same easily. This is one of the reasons why 

the QuiverX Capital platform is special. It basically bridges the gaps lying between developers 

and investors, which means any project can easily be funded by several small investments run on 

a blockchain-based platform. This further provides every single investor an opportunity to claim a 

small percentage of the project that they have invested in.

https://bit.ly/2Hd8rrw
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https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/

